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Population Characteristics
Every population has
certain characteristics:
• Population size

• Age structure
• Population
distribution
• Population density
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How Is Population Size Measured?

For large herding species
like bison, you may be able
to count every individual,
but for many species, this is
not possible.
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Determining Population Size

• Direct counts are the most accurate but seldom feasible.
• Sample the population and then estimate its size.
• The mark and recapture method is used for mobile species.

Indirect Sampling
This involves measuring what
a species has built or left behind.

Tunnel of a burrowing wasp
Beaver dam

Earthworm fecal pellets
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Direct Sampling
Bird Caught in a Mist Net

Mark and recapture technique:
• Individuals are captured and marked
(with tags, bands, dye, etc.) to identify
them and then they are released.
• Later, individuals are captured again at
the same location, and the proportion of
recaptured marked individuals gives an
estimate of population size.
Note: This assumes that all individuals have
the same chance of being recaptured.
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For more information, go to:
http://www.pitt.edu/~yuc2/cr/history.htm.

What Determines Population Size?
Demography is the study of vital statistics that affect
population size:
• Birth rates
• Death rates
• Immigration rates
• Emigration rates

Population Growth Models
• Exponential (J-shaped): Unlimited growth (such as bacteria,
shown at the bottom left)
• Logistic (S-shaped): Growth is limited; competition for
resources (such as with fur seals, shown at the bottom right)
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Population Growth Models
Assume no I nor E.
Growth rate per capita:

DN = B – D + I – E
Dt
N = population size
t = time
B = # of births
D = # of death
I = # of immigrants
E = # of emigrants

DN = b N – d N
Dt
= (b – d) N
=rN
b = birth rate
d = death rate
r = the intrinsic rate of natural
increase in population size

growth rate at a particular time (G):

dN
dt

=rN

Exponential Model

Unlimited population growth:
• Bacteria are able to
reproduce at a maximum level
because they are not limited
by resources.

• Every 30 minutes, the
bacterial cell divides in two
and the population doubles
every interval. This is called
doubling time.
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Logistic Model
No population can grow exponentially forever.
Carrying capacity (K): Maximum population size
that a particular environment can support
(K–N) = fraction of K that is still available for
growth (that the environment can
K
still accommodate)
As N increases,

(K-N)
approaches 0.
K

Limiting factors slow or
stop exponential growth;
thus, population size levels
off at carrying capacity
and creates an “S-curve.”

Population size (N)

Logistic Growth “S-curve”

Time
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Population-Limiting Factors
• Density-dependent:
Factors that operate when
an increase in population
density lowers the survival
odds for an individual,
such as predation,
parasites, disease, and
competition for resources.

• Density-independent:
Regardless of the
population density, these
factors may cause more
deaths or a lower birth
rate, such as temperature,
precipitation, and natural
disturbances.
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Life History Classification
• r-selection: Density-independent selection. Rapid
reproduction; take advantage of new or open environments;
high biotic potential
• K-selection: Density-dependent selection. Efficient use of
limited resources; competition; lower rates of reproduction;
low biotic potential

Characteristics Favored by r-Selection vs. K-Selection
r-Selection

K-Selection

Development

Rapid

Slow

Reproduction

Early

Late

Body Size

Small

Large

Offspring

Many; small; high
biotic potential

Few; large; low
biotic potential

Population Cycles
Predation may be an important
cause of density-dependent
mortality for some prey.
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Boom-and-bust cycles:
Prey populations rapidly
increase. This is followed by an
increase in the predator
population: As predators eat
the prey, their population goes
down because there is less to
eat and the predator
population also goes down.
With fewer predators, the prey
population can increase
again—the cycle repeats; for
example, the snowshoe hare
and lynx have a 10-year cycle.

Predator-Prey Population Cycles
Predator and prey populations
exhibit fluctuations described as
the predator “tracking” the prey.
The classic example is the
snowshoe hare and lynx
populations. Note that the lynx
population (green) peaks slightly
behind the hare population
(blue), which is the lynx’s
primary food source. The hare
cycle is mainly driven by excess
predation by the lynx, but other
factors, such as a winter food
shortage, may also be important.
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Long-Term Study of Moose on Isle Royale
Ideal location to study population dynamics:
• Isolation of island: 15 miles from the
mainland in Lake Superior—only a few large
mammals have colonized the island
• Single-prey/single-predator system: Moose
and gray wolves; 50-year-long population study
For more, go to: www.isleroyalewolf.org.
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Wolf and Moose Populations
• Both the wolf and moose
populations are censured
annually in the winter by
aerial observations.
• Moose comprise more
than 90% of the biomass in
wolf diet.
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• The winter kill rates have
been calculated for each
wolf pack.

Wolves/Moose Populations
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Actual data of wolves and moose on Isle Royale over time

Canine Parvovirus
• In the 1980s, the wolf population plummeted from 50 to
14 due to canine parvovirus (CPV).

• This virus may have spread from domesticated dogs.
• By 1990, there was no evidence of CPV in the population.
• After the disease outbreak, the carrying capacity of
wolves decreased.

• The presence of CPV changed the predator-prey
dynamics on Isle Royale.

Winter Snow and the North Atlantic Oscillation
• North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is a large-scale fluctuation in air
pressure between subtropical and subpolar regions in the North
Atlantic that affects winter climate.
• Increases in winter snow related to NAO influences wolf kill rates
on moose.
• Moose eat balsam fir only during the winter.

• Balsam fir is not very nutritious. While moose feed on balsam fir,
they lose weight. Moose eat balsam fir because during the winter, it
is one of the most abundance sources of food.
• In 1996, there was a severe winter, which killed off the vegetation
(balsam fir), and subsequently, the moose starved and many died.
• Wolves were slightly negatively impacted by deep snow (had fewer
moose kills), but overall, the wolves benefitted because they were
able to eat the dead carcasses.

Climate Change and Isle Royale
• There have been multiple unseasonably warm summers
on Isle Royale since 1998.

• When the temperature rises above 60°F, the moose who
thrive in cold weather have an increase in their heat and
respiration rates.
• In hot weather, the moose spend most of their time
submerged in the water rather than eating the 40 pounds
of vegetation they need to fatten up for winter.
• The warm weather has lead to a dramatic increase in the
tick population.
• Moose try to rub, bite, and scratch off the ticks, and on
average, moose lose about 75% of their hair.

Lessons to Be Learned About Predator-Prey Balance
• An absence of natural enemies allows an herbivore
population to exceed carrying capacity, which results in
overgrazing of the habitat.
• The herbivore population subsequently crashes.
• The size of the herbivore population is mainly maintained
by predators so overgrazing does not occur. Weather and
other environmental factors (including pathogens) also play
roles in keeping prey populations down.

